PRO/CAM GENERAL WARRANTY POLICY

All Pro/Cam parts are built in-house, at Baker Engineering Inc. and are intended for use in racing engine applications. Pro/Cam parts are warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship. It is the responsibility of the purchaser or engine builder to inspect all parts carefully before use and to follow the instructions provided with each item. Liability is limited to the repair or replacement of the defective part. Any returns must be made before the part is used. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for labor, inconvenience or damage to related parts. Credit, repair or replacement is predicated upon manufacturer inspection of the parts prior to warranty services.

ALL PRO/CAM PARTS MUST BE INSPECTED BY BAKER ENGINEERING BEFORE CREDIT IS ISSUED.

PRO/CAM FUEL PUMP WARRANTY POLICY

Pro/Cam will warranty mechanical fuel pumps for defects in parts or workmanship within one (1) year of manufacture, or four months (120 days) of customer purchase. Copy of receipt, with customer date of purchase, must be included with all fuel pump returns or the one-year period will begin on the date of manufacture. Also include a Product Return Tag (see below). Fuel pump must be returned to Pro/Cam for inspection before credit is issued, or replacement parts sent. Fuel pumps showing signs of normal wear, misuse or contamination will not be covered under warranty.

Repair or Rebuild Option (when fuel pump is NOT covered by warranty): When a fuel pump is disassembled for inspection, it is often possible to replace a worn or damaged part. Pro/Cam will repair the pump, if possible, for a minimum fee of $25.00 per fuel pump if authorized by the distributor or customer prior to initial inspection. Simple repairs include replacing up to two parts, reattaching the arm, etc. If the pump requires more parts/labor, it is considered a rebuild, and cost will be $50.00. Shipping charges are the responsibility of the distributor or customer.

*Distributors must include customer date of purchase with all fuel pumps returned to Pro/Cam (if the manufacture date is more than one year from date of return).

PRODUCT TAG – send with copy of receipt and fuel pump

Contact Name: ____________________________________________
Business Name: __________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: __________________________________________
Daytime phone: __________________________________________
Part # of product returned: _________________________________
Reason for return: _______________________________________

Ship to: Pro/Cam, 17165 Power Dr., Nunica, MI 49448 (616) 837-8975 www.bakerengineeringinc.com